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Abstract Multi-sensor systems are very powerful in the complex environments. The cointegration

theory and the vector error correction model, the statistic methods which widely applied in economic

analysis, are utilized to create a fitting model for homogeneous sensors measurements. An algorithm

is applied to implement the model for error correction, in which the signal of any sensor can be esti-

mated from those of others. The model divides a signal series into two parts, the training part and

the estimated part. By comparing the estimated part with the actual one, the proposed method can iden-

tify a sensor with possible faults and repair its signal. With a small amount of training data, the right

parameters for the model in real time could be found by the algorithm. When applied in data analysis

for aero engine testing, the model works well. Therefore, it is not only an effective method to detect any

sensor failure or abnormality, but also a useful approach to correct possible errors.
ª 2015 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA. This is an

open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Multi-sensor systems are widely applied in complex environ-
ments to measure signals in many places. Altitude Test

Facility of China is a huge laboratory for aircraft engines,
where hundreds of sensors for many purposes are put inside
an engine during testing. In each cross-section of the engine,
there are several uniform linear sensor groups, e.g., seven sen-

sors for temperature, five sensors for pressure and two sensors

for vibration. When any unusual event happens, at least one

sensor’s signal inside the engine would be abnormal.
Therefore, by comparing the outputs from the sensors, engi-
neers can find out the possible fault. Usually, there are two rea-

sons for an abnormal signal. One happens when a sensor itself
breaks down, and the other happens when something around a
sensor goes wrong. The traditional signal processing models to

fit a test signal are auto-regressive and moving average
(ARMA) model and wavelet etc. However, their performances
are not satisfactory for non-stationary signals. That is why the

multi-sensor approach is becoming popular in many scenarios
especially in engine testing.1–4 The redundant data from multi-
ple sensors can improve both robustness and accuracy.5,6

The aim of this study is to establish a fault tolerant mech-

anism by investigating the relationship among the output sig-
nals of these engine testing sensors. When one signal deviates
too far from its normal position, we can identify it and give
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an alarm. Meanwhile, we can restore a deviated signal to the
right position in which it ‘‘ought to be’’. A fault tolerant
multi-sensor system is indispensable when one sensor under-

goes impairment or when an unusual event such as oil leak
happens.7–9 The output of one sensor could be substituted
by a combination of the outputs of others in the same sensor

group, in case that there is something wrong around this
sensor. In this paper, a novel approach is presented that can
repair the signal from an abnormal sensor.

There are many papers discussing the data fusion and rela-
tionship among sensors in a multi-sensor architecture. In
engine testing, each sensor in a sensor group works individu-
ally and independently, and it is impossible to put different

sensors in exactly the same place. Therefore, there must be
some difference between the outputs of any two sensors in
the same sensor group no matter how close they are. Some

papers use an absolute value of the difference as the distance
between the outputs of two sensors, while more others use a
relative value as the distance by considering their covari-

ance.10–13 One of them uses an ‘‘arcot’’ function to limit the
distance within 0 to 1, and one uses the Minkowski distance.14

All the papers above have attempted to find a reasonable rela-

tionship for two signals and use their distance for data fusion.
All the papers above did provide some useful techniques,

however, they have two drawbacks. Firstly, their methods
attempt to reconcile the difference by using a non-existent

‘‘center’’. It is thought that noises and drifts make signals devi-
ate from a right pathway and this pathway is the ‘‘center’’ for
all the signals. Meanwhile, the goal of data fusion is thought to

find this center (right pathway) that all the signals ought to
have taken, so most of the sensor fusion papers have used dif-
ferent methods to obtain the weights by Eq. (1), with vi the

value and wi the weight of signal i.

E ¼
Xn
i¼1

wivi ð1Þ

Usually, E is the so-called ‘‘center value’’, and a signal that

has a shorter distance from others is assigned a heavier weight
in Eq. (1). Theoretically, this might be true, but it is not true in
reality. Due to limitations in size, each sensor has to be put in

different locations. Each sensor measures its source in its own
location individually, and consequently, each output signal
goes its own way. Therefore, we believe there is no center or

‘‘right pathway’’ for all the different sensors. One cannot tell
where the right pathway suitable for all the sensors is. We
believe that the relationship among sensors can be exploited
for signal correction or amendment, but there is no center.

Secondly, many researchers do not treat signals from sensor
groups as time series. In their researches, monitoring of gas
turbine engines uses either snapshot data at a time instant from

various sensors or a window of time series data from selected
sensor observations.15 Thus, in data fusion, engine studies only
compare the signals from different sensors at time t, and ignore

the signals at time t � 1, t � 2, t � 3 and so on. Therefore, in
multi-sensor engine testing, time series analysis is usually not
applied. Actually, the signals at time t usually are more rele-

vant to the signals at previous times. With previous time infor-
mation, people can find and handle fault propagation in an
aircraft engine test.16 In this paper, we try to build the follow-
ing model for an n-sensor group as Eq. (2).

St
i ¼ f St

others;S
t�1
k ;St�2

k ; . . .
� �

i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ð2Þ

where f (Æ) is a transform function; St
i is the output of sensor i

at time t; St
others represents the outputs of other n � 1 sensors

excluding sensor i at time t;St�k
k represents the outputs of all

sensors at time t � k.
Fig. 1 shows the sensor signals from a seven-sensor group,

in which seven sensors (named sensor 1, sensor 2, . . . , sensor 7,
respectively) are put on a cross-section of T23 in a jet engine. It
is obvious that the signal from sensor 3, goes very high and is
apparently abnormal. Is there any way to find the path that the
signal of sensor 3 ought to have taken? Or whether we can

restore the ‘‘original signal’’ of sensor 3? The studies which
do not use time series analysis, provide no answers. So we will
try a brand new way in this study. To repair the signal from

sensor 3, we have to find a model that one signal can be sub-
stituted by others. In the following sections, a statistical
method will be used to discover the possible relation between

sensor signals which will be used to build a mathematical
model.

When dealing with non-stationary signals such as those in

Fig. 1, people tends to use difference calculation to make them
‘‘stationary’’, such as ARIMA. However, this way conceals the
trend of the signal data. In many cases, the data after differ-
ence calculation has nothing to do with the original ones.

Therefore, it is not easy to explain the phenomena as we lose
the important information hidden in the original data.

Cointegration is an important statistical method to describe

the relation amongmultiple time-series data.17 In the cointegra-
tion model, one signal could be replaced by others.
Cointegration was first used in explaining economical phenom-

ena, and now its application has extended intomanyother fields.
Though cointegration is not used so often in engineering, some
papers can still be found. Kaufmann et al.18 used cointegration
for two sensors to analyze the relation between the solar zenith

angle and advanced very high resolution radiometer data. Pan
and Chen19 used cointegration for four sensors in car engine
testing. Lu and Chen20 used cointegration for four sensors in a

hydraulic flap servo system. In those studies, cointegration
means a linear combination of variables and eliminates the
stochastic trend in data, so for multivariable, especially non-

stationary signals, cointegration is a powerful tool.
In this paper, cointegration is applied on sensor signals in

engine testing. As it is very difficult to identify the pattern of

Fig. 1 Signals from seven-sensor group with sensor 3 signal

abnormal.
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